Round 16 - QU Open: Hawkfest '99
Tossups by Brian Ulrich, Sub ash Maddipoti*, and QOTC**

1. At his funeral, a distraught mourner knocked a squirrel onto the pyre, and the squirrel was
burned alive. He dwelt at Breidhalbik, one of the mansions of Asgard and is said to have been
slain while fighting for possession of the beautiful Nanna. One story states that Miming's sword
was the only thing that could harm him, though other stories acknowledge that his mother
extracted a promise from most of the forces of nature that they would not harm him, but she
forgot one. In the most famous tradition, he represents peace and light, and is slain by his blind
brother, who had been deceived by Loki. FTP, identify this Norse deity, pierced through the
heart with a mistletoe by his brother Hoder.
Answer: BALDER
2. He quickly earned a reputation for artistic genius with his essay "Sun and Steel," which
introduced his dilemma over the dichotomy between mind and body that afflicted modem
civilization. He organized the Tatenokai, a society stressing physical fitness and martial arts
which many saw as his own private army. His work Confessions ofa Mask, might be noteworthy
as his country's first homosexual autobiography. Early works like The Soldier Who Fellfrom
Grace with the Sea and The Sound of Waves did not earn him the recognition that The Temple of
the Golden Pavilion did. FTP, what Japanese author committed seppuku the day he completed
his masterpiece Sea ofFertility series.
Answer:MISHIMA Yukio or KIMIT AKE Hiraoka
3. Born in New York and educated at Genessee College and National University, this lawyer was
admitted to the bar at age 43 in 187. Her most successful case involved winning five million
dollars in claims for the Cherokee from the federal government as damages for encroachments
on their territory. She helped win the right of women to practice before the Supreme Court and
authored 1903 legislation granting suffrage to women in Oklahoma, Arizona, and New Mexico.
FTP, identify this candidate of the Equal Rights Party for President in 1884 and 1888.
Answer: Belva Ann LOCKWOOD
4. With a name coming from the Greek for,"not intoxicated," ancient folklore held that the stone
protected its wearer against drunkenness. It was one of the twelve stones adorning the breastplate
of the high priests of Yahweh in the Old Testament. Containing more iron oxide than any other
quartz variety, it has a violet to purple color, due to the presence of manganese and iron
compounds, that can be removed through heating. FTP, identify this February birthstone.
Answer: AMETHYST

5*. Though he wrote a novel entitled A Tenured Professor, he gained his position on the editorial

board of Fortune due primarily to his economic publications such as Economics and the Public
Purpose. His other books include The Great Crash: 1929 and American Capitalism, which is a
discussion of the balance of economic power among major U.S. companies. His work
Ambassador's Journal: A Personal Account of the Kennedy Years recounts his time as
ambassador to India. FTP, identify this economist who authored The New Industrial State and
The Affluent SOCiety.
Answer: John Kenneth GALBRAITH
6. The first publication of this story in the 1832 edition of the The Token was listed as "By the
Author of Sights from a Steeple." It is set "after the kings of Great Britain had assumed the right
of appointing the colonial governors" and concerns the search of a young man named Robin for
on such governor. He finds no one to direct him until a stranger tells him the governor will soon
pass by on the street where they are, and he does, tarred and feathered. FTP, this describes the
plot of what Nathaniel Hawthorne short story in which a man is searching for his uncle.
Answer: MY KINSMAN. MAJOR MOLINEAUX
7. Shortly after World War II, he entertained French occupation troops in Germany and studied
with Etienne Decroux at the School of Dramatic Arts in Paris. His one-man show was the major
success of the 1955 to 1956 thjt,tri9aJ season in New York. Ironically he is the only character to
have a speaking part in Mel"fii:~~5Silent Movie. His most famous character, Bip, is a whitefaced clown clothed in culottes, a middy, and wearing a battered tophat. FTP, identify this most
famous of French mimes.
Answer: Marcel MARCEAU
8.30,000 members of this group live in Guyana, with smaller numbers in Suriname and French
Guiana. Their social structure was matrilineal, and their isolation and number of widely scattered
groups allowed to survive European colonization. Those of the Lesser Antilles were subjugated
by the Carib in the late 15th century. They originally inhabited the entire area from Florida
through southern Brazil. FTP, who were these first Native Americans, the people encountered by
Christopher Columbus?
Answer: ARAW AK
9. This chemical was first isolated in 1780 by Swedish chemist Carl Wilhelm Scheele, and its
uses, include preparing cheese, sauerkraut, tanning leather, and dying wool. Its rarely prepared
pure form is a colorless crystal with a melting point of 18 degrees Celsius. A member of the
carboxylic acids, it is manufactured by the fermentation of molasses and various fruits. The
primary end product in anaerobic glycolysis, FTP, identify this chemical, a buildup of which
causes physical fatigue.
Answer: LACTIC ACID

10. He spent most of 1997 with the St. Paul Saints, and threatened to play in Costa Rica if not
signed in 1998. Although he did not get the ten million dollar signing bonus demanded by his
agent Scott Borras, he did get eight million over three years. Originally drafted by the Phillies, he
got this exorbitant contract from the Cardinals, coming up to the majors in time to see Mark
McGwire hit his 62nd home run. FTP, identify this rookie outfielder who indicated that he might
be worth the money with his successful end to the 1998 baseball season.
Answer: J.D. DREW
11. Two Answers Required. One wrote The Knight of Burning Pestle and The Woman Hater, but
the other was much more prolific by himself. That other's works include Wit Without Money,
Rule a Wife and Have a Wife, The Humorous Lieutenant, and The Wild Goose Chase. One of
them collaborated with Massinger on The Bloody Brother and with Shakespeare on The Two
Noble Kinsmen. However, these two are best known as each other' s dramatic partners. FTP,
identify this duo best known for Phil aster and The Maid's Tragedy.
Answer: BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER (Francis and John respectively)
12. The first peace conference to end this conflict failed when extreme nationalists took control
of the Ottoman Empire in a coup. It began following the Turko-Italian War and the formation of
a series of military alliances among Serbia, Greece, and Bulgaria. Eventually, the Treaty of
London referred the status of Albania and Aegean Islands to an international commission and
gave Crete to Greece. The conflict had been precipitated by Montenegro's declaration of war on
the Ottoman Empire. FTP, identify this 1912 war, the first of two named for the peninsula in
southeastern Europe which was home to many of the fighting nations.
Answer: First BALKAN WAR
13 . He originally studied under Hans Geiger at the Technische Hochschule in Berlin, but
returned due to homesickness. Considered the first British physicist to stress the value of atomic
weapons, he spent 1943 to 1945 at the Los Alamos scientific laboratory. He had originally met
Rutherford in 1909, and after World War L returned home to study with him at Cambridge where
they analyzed transmutation of certain elements. In 1932 he observed that beryllium when
exposed to bombardment by alpha particles, released an unknown radiation that in tum ejected
protons from the nulcleus. Thus, FTP, what physicist discovered the neutron?
Answer: Sir James CHADWICK

14 *. He knew Iktinos' canons of proportions for the perfect statue by heart, due to his reading of
Vitruvius. His design for the Palazzo Rucellai is articulated by flat pilasters, and the whole is
crowned by a Classical cornice. He often stressed the importance of mathematical ratios in
design, making the church of Santa Maria Novella equal in height and width. Other well known
works include San Francesco in Rimini and Sant' Andrea in Mantua. FTP, identify this man,
along with Brunelleschi, the preeminent Florentine architect and author of De re aedificatoria or
On Architecture.
Answer: Leon Battista ALBERTI
15 **. In the 1780s, its mouth was an important rendezvouz point for pirates. Fed by the
Withlacoochee, Alapaha, and Sante Fe rivers, it was originally named Guasaca Esqui or River of
Reeds by local Native American inhabitants. Its current name is thought to be a corruption of
Little Saint John. It rises in the Okefenokee Swamp and flows 250 miles throughGeorgia and
Florida before emptying into the Gulf of Mexico. FTP, name this river, made famous in the song
"The Old Folks at Home."
Answer: SUWANNEE River
16. As the novel opens the central character rides a carriage into a certain town, and two muzhiks
standing on a doorway comment on the carriage's wheel in a humorous discussion. Originally
intended to be the first part of a longer work, the author burned the manuscript for the sequel and
later renounced fiction as sinful. The central swindler, through a plan that involves the buying
and selling of deceased serfs, plans on acquiring an estate of his own in eastern Russia. Among
the landowners that he deceives are Plyushkin, Sobakevich, and Manilov. Ultimately Pavel
Chichikov is discovered and must escape, FTP, in what masterpiece ofNikolay Gogol.
Answer: DEAD SOULS
17. It first broke out at the village of St. Lea, where a mob succeeded in killing four knights and
five squires. It soon spread and, contrary to popular belief, it was never directed against the
absent King John, but the local nobles instead. Eventually, the rebels assembled under Guillarme
Carle, who formed an alliance with Etienne Marcel, leader of the Parisian merchants. After two
weeks, it was squelched by forces under Charles the Bald. FTP, identify this revolt, taking its
name from the French term for the peasants, Jacques Bonhomme.
Answer: JACOUERIE
18*. It is a container several centimeters or more in diameter, with a glass window on one side
and a piston on the other. When the piston drops, its volume expands rapidly and the temperature
inside falls. The dust-free air inside of it will expand as well and will become supersaturated with
water vapor that can not condense unless ions are present. For 10 points-what is this device
used to measure the path of charged subatomic particles, first devised in 1927 by Charles
Wilson?
Answer: CLOUD CHAMBER

19*. A fatal illness prevented him from completing the music for the operatic version of Sir
Robert Howard and John Dryden's verse tragedy The Indian Queen, which was completed after
his death by his brother Daniel. He wrote many musical pieces for St. Cecilia's Day, including
several odes and the festal Te Deum andJubilate. Semi-operas of his include Dioclesian and
King Arthur. In addition, he wrote the famous church anthem My heart is inditing, which was
performed at the coronation of James IT. FTP, identify composer to Charles IT, best known for his
opera Dido and Aeneas.
Answer: Henry PURCELL
20*. He finally ends up in Villa Bruscoli, though he had been in Pisa for a while and a Bedouin
had brought him to Siwa Oasis earlier. The tales that his nurse reads him allow him to travel
"with the old wanderer in Kim or with Fabrizio in The Charterhouse o/Parma." He is often not
aware of what is going on around him, but he does know of the young Sikh sapper, as well as the
man with bandaged hands. His intense memories of his love for Katharine Clifton are slowly
revealed. His true identity is known by Caravaggio, who tells Hana of this Hungarian named
Almasy. FTP, he is the title character of what Michael Ondaa~e novel.
Answer: The ENGLISH PATIENT
21. This nationalist leader practiced medicine for a time in Hong Kong before returning to his
home country in 1892. Among his novels were The Lost Eden and The Subversive, both of which
attacked the cruelty of colonial rule and Roman Catholic religious orders, though neither work
advocated independence. Upon his return he was exiled to Mindanao, and when a revolt broke
out four years later, he was accused of having incited it. Convicted of sedition by a military
courty, FTP, what Filipino patriot became a martyr when he was executed in 1896?
Answer: Jose RIZAL
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1. Identify the British prime ministers from descriptions FTP each.
a) As home secretary he helped establish the London police force and passed the Catholic
Emancipation Act. As prime minister he was responsible for the repeal of the Com Laws.
Answer: Sir Robert PEEL
b) Son of the 6th Duke of Bedford, he limited working hours in factories and repealed the
Navigation acts.
Answer: John RUSSELL
c) Author of The Young Duke and Sybil, he gave Queen Victoria the title "Empress of the
India."
Answer: Benjamin DISRAELI
2. Given the real name of a famous artist, give their more famous one F5P for one, 15 for two, 20
for three, and 30 for all four.
a) Tommaso Guidi
Answer: MASACCIO
b) Jacopo Robusti
Answer: TINTORETTO
c) Agnolo di Cosimo
Answer: BRONZINO
d) Donato di Niccolo di Betto Bardi
Answer: DONATELLO
3. FTP each, identify the authors of the following books important to science
a) The Skeptical Chemist, Discourse of Things Above Reason
Answer: Robert BOYLE
b) The History ofElectricity
Answer: Joseph PRIESTLEY
c) The Evolution ofPhysics, The World As I See It
Answer: Albert EINSTEIN
4. 30-20-10-5, Identify the author.
30: He served as American Ambassador to Turkey and Governor of New Mexico
20: Some of his writings include The Fair God and The Prince oflndia
10: This former Union general served on the court that tried those accused of conspiring to
assassinate Abraham Lincoln.
5: His best-known work is Ben-Hur
Answer: Lewis WALLACE

5. Identify the following Japanese emperors FTP each.
a) Taking a name meaning "Enlightened Government," he came to power after the fall of the
Tokugawa Shogunate in 1867.
Answer: MEln or MUTSUlllTO
b) Taking the name "Enlightened Peace," he was the first Japanese prince to travel abroad and
he studied marine biology.
Answer: HIROIDTO or SHOWA
c) He was the legendary first emperor
Answer: JIMMU
6. Identify the book of the Bible from verses F15P each
a) "And I took the little book back out of the angel's hands, and ate it up; and it was in my
mouth sweet as honey; and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter."
Answer: REVELATION
b) "And Saul came to a city of Amalek, and laid wait in the valley."
Answer: FIRST SAMUEL or ONE SAMUEL or FIRST KINGS or ONE KINGS
7. F5P each and 30 for all, identify the body of water each of the following rivers flows into.
a) Arno
Answer: LIGURIAN SEA
b) Niger
Answer: GULF of GUINEA
c) Rappahannock
Answer: CHESAPEAKE BAY
d) Danube
Answer: BLACK SEA
e) Ob
Answer: GULF OF OB
8. Identify the following classes of asteroids FTP each.
a) They share an orbit with Jupiter and are found just 60 degrees above and behind it.
Answer: TROJAN class
b) Their orbits extend into the outer solar system.
Answer: AMOR class
c) Their orbits extend nor further than the inner solar system
Answer: APOLLO class

9. Identify the following Nobel laureates in literature from works on a 10-5 basis.
10: Autumn Quail, Sugar Street
5: Sugar Street is the final book in his Cairo trilogy.
Answer: Naguib MAHFOUZ
10: The Inheritors, The Paper Men
5: The Lord of the Flies
Answer: William GOLDING
10: End of a Mission, Adam, Where Art Thou?
5: Billiards at Half-Past Nine, The Clown
Answer: Heinrich BOLL
10. Identify the Presidents from their places of birth, F5P each and 30 for all.
a) West Branch, Iowa
Answer: Herbert HOOVER
b) Yorba Linda, California
Answer: Richard NIXON
c) Waxhaw, South Carolina
Answer: Andrew JACKSON
d) Corsica, Ohio
Answer: Warren HARDING
e) Niles, Ohio
Answer: William MCKINLEY
11. Identify the first winner of the following sports awards or trophies F 15P each, or 5 if you
need another clue.
15: Cy Young Award
5: When he won the first Cy Young in 1956, he was a pitcher for the Dodgers.
Answer: Don NEWCOMBE
15: Jules Rimet trophy
5: The Jules Rimet trophy is awarded to the winner of the World Cup of soccer, and this South
American country and host with capital at Montevideo was the first winner in 1930.
Answer: URUGUAY
12.30-20-10, Identify the composer.
30: Ordained a pri est at the age of 25, he was a teacher of orphaned girl s at St. Mark's Cathedral.
20: Author of about 45 operas and 70 sonatas, he was the first composer to consistently use the
ritornello form. The ritornello was a section that recurred in different keys and was played by
the full orchestra.
10: Of his more than 500 concertos, The Four Seasons might be the best known.
Answer: Antonio VIVALDI

13. Identify the following terms from game theory FTP each.
a) The way in which a game progresses from one stage to another.
Answer: MOVE
b) List of the optimal choices for each player at every stage of a given game.
Answer: STRATEGY
c) A game in which the total amount ofpay-offs at the end is zero.
Answer: ZERO-SUM
14. Identify the author who created the following fictional locales on a 5-10-15 basis.
5: Grover's Comers, New Hampshire
Answer: Thornton WILDER
10: Macondo
Answer: Gabriel GARCIA MAROUEZ (do not accept or prompt on "Marquez")
15: Castaliva
Answer: Herman HESSE
15. Identify the following Roman Emperors important to the history of Christianity on a 5-10-15
basis.
5: Along with his co-emperor Licinius, he issued the Edict of Milan which legalized Christianity
throughout the Roman Empire
Answer: CONSTANTINE I (the Great)
10: This emperor made Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire.
Answer: THEODOSIUS I (the Great)
15: He added Jesus Christ to the Roman Pantheon and kept a statue of him at his residence.
Answer: ALEXANDER SEVERUS
16. FTP each, Identify the authors of these philosophical works.
a) Origins of Totalitarianism; Eichmann in Jerusalem
Answer: Hannah ARENDT
b) Political Liberalism; A Theory ofJustice
Answer: John RAWLS
c) The Poverty ofHistoricism; The Open Society and Its Enemies
Answer: Karl POPPER
17. FTP each, give the scientific name for these parts of the ear.
a) The eardrum.
Answer: TYMPANIC "MEMBRANE or TYMPANUM
b) Allor nothing, the three tiny bones that vibrate when they receive sound.
Answer: MALLEUS and INCUS and STAPES (prompt on "anvil, hammer, and stirrup," or
"auditory ossicles)
c) The collective name of the malleus, incus, and stapes.
Answer: AUDITORY OSSICLES

18. FTP each, identify these Romantic poems from lines. You'll get 5 points if you need the
poem's authors.
10: "0 Attic shape! Fair attitude! with brede of marble men and maidens oveIWrought"
5: John Keats
Answer: ODE ON A GRECIAN URN
10: "Like a cloud of Fire the Blue Deep thou wingest and singing still dost soar, and soaring ever
singed"
5: Percy Shelley
Answer: TO A SKYLARK
10: And all that's best of dark and bright meet in her aspect and her eyes: Thus mellowed to that
tender light which heaven to gaudy day denies
5: George Gordon, Lord Byron
Answer: SHE WALKS IN BEAUTY
19. Identify the following economics terms FTP each.
a) It is a public offer to buy stock, usually at a price above the market.
Answer: TENDER offer
b) It is the extent to which a purchase was paid for with borrowed money. It amplifies the
potential gain or loss for the purchaser.
Answer: LEVERAGE
c) Taking 2 positions whose gains and losses will offset each other if prices change, in order to
limit financial risk. Politicians are often accused of doing this, though not necessarily in an
economical sense.
Answer: HEDGING or HEDGE
20* . Identify the following tariffs for the stated number of points.
a) F5P, this 1828 tariff was so unfavorable in the South that John Calhoun formulated the
doctrine of Nullification in response to it.
Answer: Tariff of ABOMINATIONS
b) FTP, This tariffwas signed into law by President Taft and abolished the import duty on hides
to help the U.S. shoe industry, but it maintained high duties on iron and steel.
Answer: PAYNE-ALDRICH Tariff
c) F5P, this famous 1930 tariff raised tariff levels to their all-time highs in U.S. history.
Answer: SMOOT -HAWLEY Tariff
d) FTP, this 1922 tariff altered the provisions of the Payne-Aldrich Act and gave the president
the power to raise or lower duties by up to 50 percent to equalize production costs.
Answer: FORDNEY-MCCUMBER Tariff
21 . FTP each, identify these Oscar Wilde plays from characters.
a) John Worthing; Cecily Cardew; Miss Prism
Answer: The IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST
b) Iokannan (JO-kan-an); Tigellinus
Answer: SALOME
c) Gerald Arbuthnot; Lord Illingworth; Mrs. Allonby
Answer: A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE

20. Answer the following questions about the genetic code for the stated number of points.
a) FTP, The genetic code is implemented by the cell during translation, when messenger RNA
information is used to build the correct amino acid sequence. In what organelle does this
process take place?
Answer: RIBOSOME
b) FTP each, give any two of the three RNA base sequences that code for the stop signal.
Answer:VAA

VAG
VGA
(The three letters stand for the bases uracil, adenine, and guanine)
21. 30-20-10, Name the writer
30: Born Elizabeth Jane Cochrane, she took her pen name from a Stephen Foster song.
20: She retired from journalism when she married in 1895 and took over her husband's
companies when he died; in that capacity, she introduced the steel barrel to the distilling and ran
her plants as social experiments.
10: A pathbreaking investigative reporter, she is best known for two works, one named Ten Days
in a Madhouse and another subtitled Around the World in Seventy-Two Days, both of which she
wrote while a reporter for the New York World.
Answer: ·Nellie BL Y

